Music Department Event Calendar - Spring 2018

About the Calendar
This brochure contains a monthly listing of Spring 2018 events in the UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Music. In addition to the performances listed here, there will be many student recitals, lectures, masterclasses, and other performances presented throughout the semester. For the most complete and up to date information on all our events, visit us online at music.unc.edu or contact the Department office.

Tickets
Many Department events are free, but programs that charge an admission fee are marked in this brochure. Individual tickets for all paid Department concerts are available at the door. For concerts held in Memorial Hall, you may also purchase advance tickets through the Memorial Hall box office (919-843-3333).

Subscriptions
We offer subscription options for the ticketed events in our William S. Newman Artists Series and Scholarship Benefit Series. Subscriptions provide access to these popular performances at reduced rates and typically pay for themselves in just a few concerts. Subscription passes are available through the Department office or at the door before any WSN Series or Scholarship Benefit concert. A complete list of subscription options is available online at music.unc.edu/events.

Series and Festivals
Alongside our individual events, we also curate a collection of series and festivals that run the gamut of musical thought and practice. You can find more about these special events online at music.unc.edu/events.

- Carolina Jazz Festival (February xx-xx)
- Carolina Symposia in Music and Culture
- Conversations in Modern Music
- Scholarship Benefit Concert Series
- Talking Music Series
- William S. Newman Artists Series

January
13 • Men's Choral Invitational • $5 general admission • Tickets available at the door • 5:30 pm, MA
18 • Dez Monza and B.O.X. • “SAGA” • Tickets for this concert are sold through CPA. Call (919) 843-3333 for more information • 7:30 pm, MA • CPA
19 • Guest Lecture: Keith Howard • “Sounding Korea” • 4:15 pm, PRH • CSMC
26 • Guest Lecture: Kevin Karnes • “Arvo Pärt’s Tintin-nabulii and the Soviet Underground” • 4:15 pm, PRH • CSMC
26 • The Latin Side of Bobby Hutcherson: A Tribute Concert • with Juan Álamo, Stephen Anderson, and guests • 7:30 pm, MA
27 • Faculty Recital: Melissa Martin, soprano • 6:00 pm, MA
28 • Sierra Duo (Cornell University) ($$) • Music for Cello and Piano • 3:00 pm, MA • WSN
28 • Carolina Wind Quintet • 7:30 pm, MA

February
1 • Flute Duo Recital • Lindsay Leach-Sparks, flute; Brooks deWitt-Smith, flute; Mimi Solomon, piano • 7:30 pm, MA
2 • Guest Artists Lecture: Yarn/Wire Ensemble • 4:00 pm, KRH • CMM
2 • Carolina Women's Choral Showcase • 8:00 pm, MA
3 • Guest Artists Recital: Yarn/Wire Ensemble • 8:00 pm, MA • CPA
9 • Guest Lecture: Shana Redmond • 4:15 pm, PRH • CSMC
10 • Spectrum Concert ($$) • 15 ensembles, chamber groups, soloists, and researchers present a seamless concert showcasing the UNC Department of Music. • 7:30 pm, MA • CPA
11 • UNC Wind Ensemble ($$) • 3:00 pm, MA • SBC
11 • Faculty Recital: Brent Wissick, viola da gamba, and Elaine Funaro, harpsichord • 7:30 pm, PRH
13 • Attacca Quartet • Tickets for this concert are sold through CPA. Call (919) 843-3333 for more information • 7:30 pm, MA • CPA
15 • Guest Artist Recital: Peter Takács, piano • Music of Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin • 7:30 pm, MA
18 • UNC Symphony Band • Guest Band: Northwood High School, Brett Cox, conductor • 3:00 pm, MH • SBC
18 • Katinka Kleijn, cello, and Samuel Adams, electronics • Tickets for this concert are sold through CPA. Call (919) 843-3333 for more information • 7:30 pm, MA • CPA
20 • UNC Symphony Orchestra ($•) • with the winners of the UNC Concerto Competition: Madeline Edwards, soprano; Margaret Lynch, piano; Adam Maloney, double bass; Daniel Winecoff, marimba • Music by Massenet, Prokofiev, Bottesini, Creston, Weber and Verdi • 7:30 pm, MA • SBC
23 • Fred and Gail Fearing Jazz for a Friday Afternoon: UNC Jazz Combos with with Alphonso Horne, trumpet, and Patrick Bartley Jr., saxophone • 4:00 pm, MA • CJF
24 • UNC Jazz Band with Alphonso Horne, trumpet, and Patrick Bartley Jr., saxophone ($) • 8:00 pm, MA • CJF SBC
24 • North Carolina Regional Essentially Ellington High School Jazz Festival • 9:00 am-5:00 pm, MA and KMB • CJF
27 • Piano Duo GrauSchumacher ($$) • Claude Debussy: Originals and Transcriptions • 7:30 pm, MA • TMS WSN

March
4 • Kafka's Music ($$) • Ib Hausmann, clarinet, and Stefan Litwin, piano • 7:30 pm, MA • TMS WSN
7 • Michael Mizrahi, piano ($$) • 7:30 pm, MA • WSN
22 • Earoscope Ensemble with UNC Students ($$) • 7:30 pm, MA • WSN
23 • Earoscope Ensemble ($$) • 8:00 pm, MA • WSN
24 • The College of William & Mary Symphony Orchestra • David Grandis, conductor • 3:00 pm, MA • TMS WSN
25 • 1842 Pleyel Piano Concert • Featuring UNC faculty and students • 2:00 pm, PRH
25 • Lawrence Brownlee, tenor • Tickets for this concert are sold through CPA. Call (919) 843-3333 for more information • 7:30 pm, MA • CPA

Continued on reverse
More Spring 2018 Events

April
5 • Flute Studio Recital and UNC Flute Ensemble • 7:30 pm, MA
6 • Guest Lecture: Elizabeth Margulis, University of Arkansas • 4:15 pm, PRH • CSMC
7 • Clara Yang, piano ($$) • 8:00 pm, MA • WSN
8 • Faculty Trio Recital • Donald Oehler, clarinet; Brent Wissick, cello; Akiko Yamazaki, piano • 4:00 pm, MA
11 • Gamelan Nyai Saraswati • 7:00 pm, Hill 107
13-14 • UNC Opera ($) • 8:00 pm, MA • SBC
15 • University and Symphony Bands • 3:00 pm, MA
15 • UNC Guitar Ensemble ($) • 7:30 pm, MA • SBC
17 • UNC Percussion Ensemble • 7:30 pm, KRH
18 • UNC Symphony Orchestra ($) • Steve Reich Duet; Fauré Suite from Pelléas et Mélisande; Dvořák Symphony No. 6 • 7:30 pm, MH • Tickets and information (919) 843-3333 • SBC
19 • UNC Wind Ensemble and UNC Symphony Band ($) • Guest Band: West Forsyth High School, Patricia Ball and Phil Wingfield, conductors • Tickets and information (919) 843-3333 • SBC
20 • Charanga Carolina • 7:30 pm, KRH
21 • Carolina Choir and Chamber Singers ($) • J. S. Bach Magnificat, BWV 243 • 8:00 pm, MA • SBC
22 • UNC Men's and Women's Glee Clubs ($) • 3:00 pm, MA • SBC
23 • Flute Studio Recital • 5:00 pm, PRH
25 • University Chamber Players • 7:30 pm, PRH
26 • Carolina Bluegrass Band ($) • 7:30 pm, MA • SBC
27 • Fred and Gail Fearing Jazz for a Friday Afternoon • UNC Jazz Combos with Sara Caswell, violin • 4:00 pm, MA
27 • UNC Baroque Ensemble and Consort of Viols • 8:00 pm, PRH
28 • UNC Jazz Band ($) • with Sara Caswell, violin 8:00 pm, MA • SBC